After two years of remote confabbing due to the COVID pandemic, the 13th annual Produced By Conference once again brought together a wide spectrum of industry pros of all stripes, this time on the Fox Studio lot. More than 1,000 invitees attended over the course of a sunny weekend, with topics that ranged from freewheeling (“Creative Producers From A to Z,” “Pitch Perfect”) to the highly technical (“Virtual Production for Independent Filmmakers,” “Artificial Intelligence Demystified”), and panelists both famous (Viola Davis, Eva Longoria, Seth MacFarlane) and revered among their peers (Redwagon partner and PGA president Lucy Fisher, Rideback CEO Dan Lin, Netflix head of scripted series Peter Friedlander, Amazon Studios head of development Marc Resteghini).

There was also much discussion about diversity across several panels. The Hollywood Reporter’s Rebecca Sun posed a conventional wisdom-vs.-myth question to Longoria, the founder of UnbeliEVAble Entertainment, about the assumption that there are either not enough qualified members of underrepresented groups when it comes to recruiting for key positions, or “they’re not hiring white people anymore.” “The second one is not true,” asserted the actor-producer. “You see it in the statistics.” But she also said that producers have to do the work by giving novices a chance to gain valuable experience, citing her hiring of a Latino DP, Federico Cantini, on her theatrical feature directorial debut, Flamin’ Hot. “They kept saying, ‘He’s never done a movie of this size.’ I said: ‘I’ve never done a movie of this size!’ You haven’t done it until you’ve done it.”
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